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                      For proof that a minimalist palette can be surprisingly merry, get  
an eyeful of Lisa and Dan Tiemann’s Illinois home—a testament 
                                            to the power of a “less is more” approach (even at the holidays).

written by beth ann fennelly |  photographs by laura moss |  styling by natasha louise king

Stamped pillows by 
NestaHome lend a festive 
touch to the master bed-
room’s built-in bench seat.

whiteDreamIng oF a

chrIsTmas



in the tiemanns’ living 
room, drama comes from 
contrasting textures—like 
the ottoman’s nubby  
burlap and a velvet-covered 
Louis XVi–style chair. 
seasonal decorations are 
similarly low-key: fir sprigs, 
wheat stalks, and metal 
letters spelling peace.

bright 
idea!
antique wooden 
sock forms stand 
in for stockings—
at least until 
December 24!



an and Lisa Tiemann were drawn to chicago’s Lakeview neighborhood 
primarily for its Victorian architecture (nearly 40 percent of the area’s homes 

were constructed in the late 1800s). But when it came time to buy a house in  
the historic enclave, the couple couldn’t find one they loved—so they decided to 

build from scratch. Lisa, a full-time mom, and Dan, an accountant, took pains to include such 
period details as etched glass doors, high ceilings, and wide-plank floors. “We wanted the place to 
have character and look like it had been here forever,” says Lisa. and indeed, the two-story 
residence doesn’t appear that different from other, older structures on the block—evidence that, 
sometimes, quietly blending in can be the best way to stand out.

It’s an approach that also informs the home’s interiors, where a muted palette of whites and  
soft grays, as well as the palest blues and greens, allows rich little details to take center stage—where 
quiet color gives way to texture that runs the gamut, from lush velvet to nubby sea grass, worn 
wood to rattan caning. “I don’t have modern taste, but I do admire simplicity and clean lines,” 
explains Lisa, who wanted a look that felt at once “grand but not too stuffy.” Local decorating firm 

D

bright 
idea!
fashion homespun 
ornaments by 
stamping kraft-
paper rectangles.

Above A ballard Designs 
console and an antiques-
store mirror welcome  
guests in the entryway.
Above rigHt Lisa and  
Dan tiemann with (from left) 
Lauren, Max, and Lexi.

 “We wanted the place 
to look like it had 
been here forever,” 
says Lisa Tiemann of 
her family’s new, 
old-fashioned home. 
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a row of birch-bark trees 
makes for a simple yet 
stunning centerpiece. Lisa 
found the cane-back  
chairs at a flea market.

bright 
idea!
Dining chairs get 
into the holiday 
spirit with angel 
wings. ($5.95 per 
pair; ustoy.com)
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the master bedroom’s  
pale palette incorporates 
different shades of white, 
cream, gray, and green.  
the linen headboard cover  
is by shabby Chic. 
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bright 
idea!
spray-paint  
birch and  
willow wreaths 
gold for a sophis-
ticated effect.



Leo Designs helped her work through such seeming contradictions. now, painted flea-market 
pieces and mirrors with aged-wood frames deliver the shabby; Louis XVI–style chairs and  
a sumptuous aubusson rug bring plenty of chic. “I got my living room light fixture at a salvage 
shop,” says Lisa, “because I love how the tarnished metal balances the fanciness of the crystal.”

come christmastime, the Tiemanns don’t break style with shout-it-out-loud reds and greens. 
When the children—Lexi, now 11; max, 9; and Lauren, 7—were younger, Lisa subscribed to  
what she calls the “bigger is better, more lights and tinsel” theory. Lately, though, the family’s  
begun to simplify with natural elements: a birch wreath here, hand-strung garlands of popcorn 
and cranberries there. says Lisa, with a grin, “I found I enjoyed our traditions more once I  
stopped dreading the post-christmas cleanup.” 

But before you go thinking that this mom is overly concerned with keeping things tidy, you 
should hear about one of those beloved winter traditions. Whenever a good blanket of  
midwestern snow covers the yard, the Tiemanns pile up a perfect slope on their home’s back  
steps. Then everyone—including Lisa and Dan—takes a turn on the sled. “We always make a big 
mess, with snow melting all over the place when we come inside,” Lisa says. “But I wouldn’t  
trade those moments for anything.”

“I don’t have modern 
taste, but I do admire 

simplicity and clean 
lines,” Lisa says of her 

decorating approach. 
Above Left A snack  
awaits Santa in the dining 
room, which Lisa decorated  
with salvaged pressed-tin 
ceiling tiles.
Above Mismatched vintage 
mirrors add up to one big 
statement in the master 
bathroom, where an antique 
vanity sports a new skirt and 
a fresh coat of white paint.

bright 
idea!
a chalkboard  
slate doubles as  
a handy spot  
to leave a note  
for santa.

105see shop guide, page 133, to get the look of Lisa and dan Tiemann’s master bedroom.


